I. INTRODUCTION
T HERMAL effects have an obvious impact in the performance and reliability of electronic systems. There is a continuous trend toward miniaturization and higher degrees of integration. This trend shows in both system-on-chip and system-on-package paradigms, posing new challenges to the electronic design authomation (EDA) industry. It is clear that simulation at the physical level including all geometrical details and physical interactions is not feasible, not even wished. Consequently, simulation is based in compact models at different levels of abstraction. The most well-known compact model is the transistor model. To take into account thermal effects, transistor behavior should be assisted by compact thermal models. At the printed circuit board design level, compact thermal models of packages are essential.
On the other hand, in the past, the analysis of electronic systems was mainly done in isothermal conditions. That is, all devices were kept at the nominal operation temperature. However, dynamic thermal effects have an important role in electronic systems at different time and size scales. At the transistor level, time constants on the order of nanoseconds can lead to strong coupling to system simulation. On the other extreme of the scale, package and system time constant can reach tens of seconds or even minutes. The simulation in such cases is also hindered because of the presence of stiff differential equations.
Dynamic compact thermal models mostly show their usefulness in the design and simulation of systems requiring thermal management (for instance, high-performance computing platforms [1] or power drivers [2] ), or just because they operate in a discontinuous manner to save battery. It has also received attention in the area of multichip-modules where power components can be integrated together with control, mixed-signal, or radio frequency (RF) chips. The commutation of the power chip can produce transient temperatures in the other chips, affecting their performance [3] , [4] .
Microsystems on the other hand are an emerging application where dynamic compact thermal modeling is a must. A number of sensors and actuators rely on thermal operation principles. In some cases, even the operation principle relies on thermal dynamics. Examples are thermal actuators like micropumps [5] , active valves [6] , shape-memory alloy-based actuators [7] , bimetallic-based actuators [8] , micropyrotechnic actuators [9] , or thermal ink jet heads [10] . For sensors, a typical example is temperature-modulated gas sensors on micromachined hot-plates [11] .
Dynamic compact thermal models have been addressed by a number of authors (see some references above and the review by Sabry [12] ). In most cases, single power sources are considered, but, here, we focus on the simultaneous presence of multiple sources. The developed methodology will be applied to the extraction of compact thermal models for an ultrathin chip stacking technology (UTCS) with a very large integration density [13] , [14] . In the problem at hand, the concurrent presence of several very close power sources and the use of low thermal conductivity materials was considered as the rationally for starting a full set of simulations at the physical level. Main conclusions of this study were presented elsewhere [15] .
In this paper, we will focus our attention to the development of compact thermal models from the analysis of the thermal impedance transients obtained from physical simulation (finiteelement model). In Section II, we will review the methodology for compact thermal model extraction. In Section III, the UTCS technology will be briefly reviewed. In Section IV, the physical finite-element model (FEM) of the structure will be presented together with the main simulation results. In Section V, the analysis of the simulated transients will be presented and several options for model extraction will be compared. Finally, in Section VI, some conclusions will be drawn.
II. DYNAMIC COMPACT THERMAL MODELS
In the past, most of the analysis concerning to the thermal behavior of packages were focused on stationary measures of the junction-to-case thermal resistance. For multichip modules (MCM) packages, resistor networks have been used. For the extraction of the compact models, either experimental measurements or physical simulations can be used. While for resistor networks, steady state values are enough [16] , for the extraction of dynamic models, we need to have the dynamic evolution of the temperature at different points of the structure.
This can be done experimentally with a fully instrumented package where temperature sensors are strategically located. However, undertaking such an effort presents several difficult issues. Experimental measurements can be seriously polluted with noise and may also suffer from material nonlinearities. Alternatively, it is possible to create a linear numerical model of the electronic system. In such a physical model temperature probes may be located at single nodes of the model or over distributed areas or volumes. Additionally, we have an easy control of the applied power and boundary conditions. Of course, at the end, the physical model has to be always validated through experimental measurements.
The most common case in the literature is the extraction of single-port compact thermal models [17] . By single port we understand those models where the power dissipation and the temperature measurement are carried out at the same point, or in very close proximity. In those cases, the continuum time solution of the heat diffusion equation at this particular point of the structure after a power step is usually known as thermal self-impedance transient. If the point whose temperature is monitored is remotely located from the power source, we use the term thermal trans-impedance transient.
Self-impedance thermal transients can be approximated by a strictly positive multiexponential transient (1) where C is the temperature of interest, C is the initial reference temperature,
[W] is the power dissipation step, C/W is the preexponential coefficient, and [s] is the time constant. This step response corresponds to a system with the following thermal impedance in the Laplace domain: (2) A Foster RC network can represent this transfer function easily, where each cell contains a resistor in parallel to a capacitor . Moreover, it can be seen that . This model has the advantage that there is a straight correspondence between the fitting parameters and the network elements. However, in the thermal-electrical analogy to represent the thermal behavior of components, such a representation has no physical meaning. For this to occur, all the capacitances have to be grounded. In virtue of this, the Cauer network is usually preferred. In order to transform the Foster network in a Cauer network, the so-called Foster-Cauer transformation has to be applied [17] .
The analysis of the thermal impedance transient encompasses several steps that are shared to any dynamic modeling procedure. Such steps and the loop to follow are summarized in Fig. 1 . The main steps are as follows:
1) experiment design and data collection; 2) signal processing, for instance, filtering; 3) model structure or model order selection, in this case, how many exponentials do we want to include in our model; 4) parameter estimation, usually by a least squares procedure; 5) model validation. Concerning this general modeling procedure, several remarks are in order.
1) Multiexponential analysis is a classic problem in signal processing. Because exponential decays are not orthogonal, the process is extremely sensitive to noise and truncation. In fact, in the signal processing parlance, we would say that the fitting of a multiexponential transient is an illposed or ill-conditioned problem. This means that small differences in the signal under analysis can lead to strong deviations in the estimated parameters. This factor combined with the ubiquitous nature of multiexponential decays has produced an extremely rich literature [18] . 2) Multiexponential fitting is a nonlinear minimization problem and is consequently prone to become trapped in a local minimum.
3) The errors of the fitting procedure always decrease by adding exponential terms. However, this can lead to overfitting and to gross inaccuracies in the estimated parameters. A parsimony principle ("Occam's razor") has to be applied either using cross-validation or theoretically based penalty functions as the Rissanen Minimum Description Length (MDL) or the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Unfortunately, small model orders can also give very biased estimates of the parameters because of model inadequacy [19] .
Because of the difficulties regarding the analysis of multiexponential transients, a number of methods have been applied for the analysis. We may distinguish between nonparametric methods and parametric methods. Nonparametric methods do not assume a particular model order and deliver a continuous time-constant spectrum, and on many occasions, they are based in the deconvolution procedure first proposed by Gardner [20] . These methods have been advocated by Szekely [17] and the authors [21] - [23] .
It is beyond the scope of this paper to review these techniques, but a thorough description can be found in [21] , [23] . In this paper, we have used multiexponential transient spectroscopy (METS) followed by Jansson deconvolution (see [23] for details). In any case, it is worthwhile to remind that these techniques produce a continuous time constant spectrum description of the step response (3) where is the time constant spectrum of the thermal impedance transient. In the discrete case, the time constant spectrum is given by (4) Nonparametric or deconvolution techniques have several advantages: they can deal with discrete and continuous time constant distributions, and they can give indications about the model order, presence of negative amplitude terms, and an initial approximation to the value and position of the time constants. However, they suffer from a fundamental problem, and this is that being a nonparametric tool they do not provide the Foster parameters needed to build the thermal RC network. Moreover these deconvolution methods are not formulated to minimize any loss function (e.g., least squares).
A close approximation to this approach, although based on linear least squares estimators, is the so-called exponential series method (ESM) [24] . In this method, a high density of fixed probe exponential functions covering a wide range of time constants are used to approximate the thermal impedance transient. Because the time constants are now fixed, this approach converts the general nonlinear least squares (NLSQ) problem of fitting multiexponentials to a linear one, avoiding the problem of local minima. However, this method suffers from collinearity of the basis functions. For the better performance, it is recommended to have the probe functions equally distributed in the logarithm of time, as well as the sampling points. In this way, equal importance is given to all time decades; otherwise the fitting procedure is focused on the good estimation of only the slowest part of the transient. However, when very high density probes are used, this method cannot be considered as a parametric approximation, and due to the nonorthogonal character of the exponentials, the presence of a certain exponential term tends to spread out in neighboring time constants providing a broader peak, instead of a single exponential. It can be argued that a high number of fitting parameters can provoke overfitting. However, the optimum density of exponential functions can be determined from validation results after a scan in the number of exponentials per decade. For self-impedance transients, it is known that all the exponential terms have positive amplitudes. For this reason, it is convenient to use a nonnegative least squares algorithm [25] .
For a real parametric representation, nonlinear least squares fitting in the time domain is the straightforward option. As previously mentioned, this method is quite prone to errors so some basic precautions are needed. First and most important when dealing with experimental transient is digital filtering followed by subsampling to have points log spaced. A suboptimal method with a moving average filter of adaptive length has been described by the authors and shown to provide better results than other heuristic methods [26] . The second recommended option is to use an adequate initialization procedure taking into account the results of the nonparametric deconvolution process. Random initialization can provide very variable and inconsistent results. For this, a least squares problem is also recommended to make the variable transformation to avoid the presence of negative time constants and to constraint the solutions to positive amplitudes.
However, for MCM packages, several chips can contribute to the total power dissipation, so it is not enough to consider the single-port model for every isolated chip. It would be very convenient to have a single dynamic compact model that would represent the whole package. The extraction of dynamic thermal networks considering several power sources has been addressed only recently [27] .
As in the previous case, the problem can be split in model structure selection and parameter estimation. Two main approaches can be distinguished: Christiaens et al. [28] start by a heuristic proposal of a single RC multiport network. The topology and complexity of this network is selected by the engineer from his knowledge of the internal structure of the package. This method cannot be considered as optimal since it largely depends on the physical understanding of the heat pathflow within the package. So the selection of the optimal topology remains an open question. Once the RC network topology has been selected, the next step is parameter estimation by least squares. For this purpose, the authors transform the data, from the step response to the impulse response and then to the frequency domain, where the behavior of the system can be easily described in terms of the conductance and capacitance matrices. However, this transformation to the frequency domain requires the use of the fast Fourier transform in the time scale using a constant sampling period. Since the thermal transients may span several time decades, the total amount of points can be very large leading to large computational costs.
The second proposal by Szekely et al. consists on the formulation of a thermal admittance matrix between the different ports [17] . . . where is the dissipated power at the input port , and is the temperature at the same port. Every element in the matrix leads to an RC network and these networks appear coupled by voltage-controlled current sources (VCCS). The main drawback of this method is that the analysis of every element in the admittance matrix is made independently, leading to an unnecessary increase in the number of parameters to estimate. On the other hand, as far as we know, no restrictions are included to assure the physical interpretability of the generated models. In consequence, floating capacitances may appear to represent the behavior of the elements outside the diagonal.
Here, we will explore a hybrid approach between both proposals. In fact, our method has been inspired by the work of Prof. Szekely, but some modifications have been included in the modeling procedure.
First, noticeable difference is that we use the impedance matrix instead of the admittance matrix. In this case, and by virtue of the superposition principle, the temperature increase at a certain point will receive as many contributions as power sources in the model
For the analysis of every element in the matrix we need the temperature transient at the different points of interest: basically, the thermal ports, after a power step. It is important to remark that this impedance matrix constitutes the compact thermal model of the component, and it permits to predict the temperature time evolution at the thermal ports under arbitrary power loads. In particular, in the results section, it will be used to predict temperatures for random power signals.
Moreover, if the thermal impedance matrix has to represent a unique RC network in the sense proposed by Christiaens, it is clear that some dependencies between the different elements of the matrix must appear. For our discussion, the most relevant point is that the different elements have to share the same set of poles. In other words, the temperature transients at the different ports have a common set of time constants. This restriction leads to a considerable reduction in the number of parameters to fit. For instance for a thermal port system fitted with an order model, we pass from in case no restriction is applied, to parameters. To put some numbers, for a three-port system approximated with three exponentials, we go from 36 free parameters to 21 parameters. Finally, we have to take into account the different nature of the single-port transients, or self-impedance transients (power source and temperature probe at the same point) and the transients where the temperature probe is located remote to the power source: trans-impedance transients. While in the first set all the exponential amplitudes have to be positive, in the second set negative amplitudes must appear. It is important to incorporate such a constraint in the fitting procedure. We would refer to the option of sharing the poles as constrained least squares.
The application of these techniques to dynamic compact thermal models will be presented further after applied to the modeling of the UTCS structure. Before entering in more details, we would like to remark that in this particular case, we are more interested in the modeling of the first-level packaging, that is, the thermal interaction between the chips in the stack, rather than the thermal transfer to the ambient. This point will be clear in the description of the FEM model. In this paper, we do not address the methodology to obtain boundary-independent compact thermal models.
III. ULTRATHIN CHIP STACKING TECHNOLOGY
Recent developments of packaging technologies in three-dimensional (3-D) stacking and ultrathin electronics have provided an opportunity for important savings in mass, volume, and power consumption. In the last years, thickness of packages has greatly diminished. The European ESPRIT project Ultra Thin Chip Stacking (UTCS) 24910 combines state-of-the-art techniques concerning wafer and chip thinning, transport, and attachment technologies, together with planarization techniques and high-density interconnects to provide unprecedented increases in integration densities.
The basic structure can be seen in the Fig. 2 . Commercial chips of different technologies are thinned down to 15 m, transferred to a host silicon substrate, and connected to each other using planarization and interconnection techniques already developed for MCM-D technologies [29] . Note that this technology uses extremely thin chips, when compared with other proposals in thin electronics that use 50-m-thick chips [30] . The developed technology permits the successive stacking of thin chips on the same host. Vertical interconnection among different levels is achieved through high aspect ratio vertical interconnects (HARVI) based on the deposition of thick copper studs. Residual thermomechanical stresses in these structures due to the fabrication process were analyzed within the project [31] . Planarization and electrical insulation is accomplished by using BenzoCycloButene (BCB). Fig. 3 . shows a scanning electron micrograph corresponding to the integration of the first-level UTCS structure. Note the BCB adhesive layer that isolates the thin chip from the silicon substrate. The process flow for the fabrication of a 3-D UTCS stacking is an extension of the MCM-D technology of IMEC (Leuven, Belgium). The main features are Ti/Cu lines for interconnections at the same level, Cu studs (HARVIs) for interconnections at different levels, and the use of Cyclotene 4020-40 and 4020-46 for planarization and cavity formation. BCB is chosen because its good planarization properties and because its low temperature processing. A detailed description of the technology can be found in [13] , [32] .
For this technology, the vertical integration principle itself is an obvious factor of heat concentration, and on the other hand, the use of BCB having a poor thermal conductivity, as adhesive and planarization material, can lead to increased thermal resistance.
While the stack can be considered as the first-level packaging, no predefined option for the second level package has been selected. Vertical heat flow is the expected flow-path in most packaging cases. For such thin-chip, an eventual flip-chip would be carried out with solder balls over the substrate but not on top of the stack. In this case, again the main flow-path will be across the thin-chips toward the silicon substrate. 
IV. PHYSICAL MODELING
A scheme of the model is presented in Fig. 4 . Three identical thin chips are integrated in the BCB matrix over the silicon host. To retain the basic thermal behavior of the structure with a minimum computational cost, an axisymmetrical model has been built in ANSYS 7.0. The bottom silicon substrate will appear as a heat sink, and the bottom surface will be considered isothermal. This will force most of the heat flow in the vertical direction. In other words, the thermal resistance from the chip to the case is not considered, only the thermal resistance induced by the thin-chip stack. The critical dimensions of the model are shown in the scheme. Each chip has an area of 0.25 cm . On the top of the thin chip, power is dissipated uniformly over an area of 0.14 cm . The host silicon chip has an area of 0.30 cm and a thickness of 500 m. The material properties used in the simulation have been considered independent of the temperature and are summarized in Table I. The meshed model contains 4196 nodes to a total of 1746 elements. Most of the elements were quadratic quadrilaterals, except at the borders of the model where there is almost no variation of the temperature. Quadratic triangles were used for the transition from highly dense meshed areas to coarse meshed areas. The bottom surface is kept isothermal, while in the top and lateral surfaces, natural convection is applied with a heat exchange film coefficient of 2 W/m K. With these conditions, the preferred heat flow path is perpendicular to the chips.
To understand the thermal behavior of the structure, we present first the steady state results. As an example, the final temperature distribution when 1-W power is dissipated at the bottom chip is shown in Fig. 5 . It can be observed that the maximum temperature gradient appears at the BCB region surrounding the heated chip (bottom chip) and that the temperature is not uniform along the thin chips. This can be more clearly appreciated at the top chip. Moreover, and since most of the heat flows toward the silicon substrate, the temperature gradient perpendicular to the chip toward the top surface is very small. The mean thermal resistance is: 18 C/W for the top chip (chip 1), 11 C/W for the intermediate chip (chip 2), and 3 C/W for the bottom chip (chip 3). These values are not very high despite the low conductivity of the BCB due to the large area of the heat flow.
In the following discussion, we will consider that the junction of interest is located at the center of each chip. Power step temperature transients can be observed in Fig. 6 , where identifies the transient temperature measured at chip center, when applying power to chip : , and are self-impedance transients, and , , and are the trans-impedance transients.
The starting point for the development of thermal models for this system are the temperature transients after a step power in every chip. It seems this would lead to at least nine temperature transients, but, in fact, only six of them are independent. In fact, we may arrange the transients in a matrix fashion as follows: (7) This matrix is symmetric. These transients have been obtained directly from the FEM model with a log spaced time vector at 20 points/decade. Concerning the time evolution of the temperature, several facts can be noticed. On the one hand, the slowest temperature rise corresponds to the top chip due to the increased thermal resistance to the host silicon. Another point to notice is that every source chip acts as a heat spreader and in fact achieves almost uniform temperature before the other chips begin to heat up. This can be understood again on the basis of the big differences in thermal conductivity between Si and BCB. Finally, it can be observed that when powering chip 2, chip 1 reaches the same final temperature, and when powering chip 3, chips 1 and 2 also reach the same temperature. This is due to the preferred heat flow toward the silicon substrate that acts as heat sink.
V. DYNAMIC THERMAL COMPACT MODELING
As stated in Section II, the multiexponential analysis of each temperature transient permits to obtain the elements of the thermal impedance matrix according (1), (2) , and (6) .
The analysis of each transient can be accomplished using different methods. To compare their relative merits, validation with an independent power waveform has been carried out. The validation signal is a random binary power signal (see Fig. 7 ). The power signal is applied to each chip separately, and the evolution of temperatures at the three chips is computed from a transient simulation of the physical model obtaining nine validation signals. For all the methods, we have computed the fitting root mean square (rms) error for the step response (or estimation error), but also the rms error in the prediction of temperatures with the validation power waveform.
First analyses of the transients have been performed using a deconvolution procedure (see Section II). In the elements of the diagonal or self-impedance transients, the nonparametric deconvolution technique provides a continuous spectrum of positive amplitudes, while for the off-diagonal elements, we obtain positive and negative amplitudes. The results can be observed in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) (dotted line) . This analysis reveals the presence of exponential terms in the range between 10 to 10 s. The rms errors for validation and estimation are listed in Table II. A thermal model can be obtained by sampling the Jansson time constant spectrum. However, this cannot be considered a compact model, since the model order equals the number of samples of the spectrum. A second approach to the analysis of the transient thermal impedances is to use a semiparametric approach known as ESM already described in Section II. This analysis has been performed using ten exponential terms per decade although even higher densities are possible. As an example, Fig. 8(a) shows the resultant time constant spectrum for a self-impedance transient:
. The residuals are very small and the algorithm automatically sets to zero most of the potential contributions. Only about 11 exponential terms are selected by the algorithm as relevant (amplitudes different from zero).
In Fig. 9 , the evolution of the error in estimation and validation is plotted against the total number of exponential terms. Several conclusions can be drawn. In both cases, the error decreases as exponential terms are added to the model. At a certain point, the error saturates. Note that the validation error is much larger than the estimation error. In other words, estimation errors provide overoptimistic results concerning the predictive performance of the model. In addition, the total number of exponentials needed to fit the transients can be much lower than the suggested by the estimation results. The error decrease saturates before in validation than in estimation. In any case, it seems that, concerning predictive accuracy, overfitting is not an issue since If we analyze the results for the off-diagonal terms (transimpedance terms), the ESM provides very low reconstruction errors but at the expense of nonrealistic time constant spectrums with many nonzero terms (see Fig. 10 ) producing a large thermal model. Due to the nonorthogonality of the signals, the algorithm tends to provide close exponential terms of almost the same amplitude but opposite sign. This result has no physical sense, and it is a consequence of the excessive model order. It can also be observed in Table II that the validation error is much higher than the estimation error (a factor 200 for self-impedance transients and a factor 45 for transimpedance transients). However, in this particular case, the errors are still contained because the estimation errors are very low. This can be explained because the initial transients originated from physical simulation and, in consequence, they only contain numerical errors. From our point of view, this huge increase of errors between validation and estimation can be a determinant factor in the case of empirical transients where the noise levels can be higher. In summary, ESM provides good results for self-impedance transients using the nonnegative least squares algorithm. Its use for trans-impedance transients is not recommended.
The full parametric solution (free nonlinear least squares) to this problem requires that the user first selects the order of the model for each transient. Information from deconvolution may be useful at this step, because we may have an idea about where (in the time scale) the amplitudes concentrate. Otherwise, a scan in the order of the model is performed, and the selected model order corresponds to the knee in the mean square error versus order plot. We have to remark that the least squares problem becomes fully nonlinear with the problems already mentioned in Section II.
At this point, two options arise. First is to use fully free models; that is, there is no restriction on the time constants that appear in the model. All the transients in the matrix are considered as independent signals. The second option is to restrict the feasible time constants to a common set. This requirement comes from the representation of the system by a single, although unknown, RC network. We have followed both approaches and compared the solution.
In the first option, the best results are obtained using four exponential terms per transient to a total of 48 free parameters. Some examples of the obtained time spectrums can be observed in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) . In the second option, best results are obtained for three shared exponential terms to a total of 21 free parameters [ Fig. 11(a) and 11(b) ]. The mean square error in estimation is smaller in the first case than in the second. This reduced error variance is a direct consequence of the presence of a larger number of parameters. As an illustration, the final thermal impedance matrix for this case is listed in, as shown in (8) at the bottom of page. Table II summarizes the reconstruction errors for the different transients. As it can be observed, the worst errors in validation and in estimation transients come from the Jansson deconvolution. This is something that could be expected in the sense that Jansson deconvolution is a nonparametric approach to the time constant spectrum estimation that does not try to minimize mean square errors.
On the other hand, ESM and parametric approximation show good agreement with deconvolution, but the fitting residuals are much better. From the comparison, it can be observed that nonparametric analysis (METS +Jansson) tend to spread the discrete exponential terms to peaks of finite width. In other words, nonparametric techniques show, in general, finite resolution power (see [23] for more details).
As it can be observed, the best results in estimation are obtained by ESM. The results of free nonlinear least squares also give good results. Diagonal transients present a slightly higher error than off-diagonal, due to the constraint on permitting only positive amplitudes. The smallest model comes from the proposed constrained NLSQ method that presents validation errors in the range of tens of mK, only slightly higher than those provided by the free NLSQ.
VI. CONCLUSION
Dynamic compact thermal models have been obtained for an ultrathin chip stacking technology where several chips can dissipate heat simultaneously. A multiport dynamic model has been obtained and the model has been implemented as a thermal impedance matrix. Different techniques for multiexponential signal analysis have been reviewed and compared. Jansson deconvolution provides a nonparametric time constant spectrum, but the prediction accuracy is limited. The semiparametric exponential series method provides the lowest errors in the reconstruction of the transients. However, it produces noninterpretable time constant spectrums when analyzing the transimpedance transients.
Concerning parametric approximations, the simplest model (in terms of free parameters) comes from the proposed constrained nonlinear least squares that also show good prediction performance. Free nonlinear least squares models can provide slightly better results if the model order is selected properly.
Although the final comparison among the different models can be based on the prediction accuracy in validation with arbitrary power signals, it is also important to consider the physical interpretability of the obtained time constant distribution. (8) 
